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Abstract
This paper presents a mathematical model of inventory control problem for
determining the minimum total cost of multi-item multi-objective inventory
model with fuzzy estimated price dependent demand, fuzzy deterioration and
possible constraints. Here, three constraints we have taken; they are warehouse
space constraint, investment amount constraint and the third constraint is the
percentage of utilization of volume of the warehouse space. Warehouse
maintenance is one of the essential parts of service operation. The warehouse
space in the selling stores plays an important role in stocking the goods. In the
proposed model, the warehouse space in the selling store is considered in
volume. The model is illustrated with a numerical example and provides
sensitivity analysis of different parameters with the help of Lingo.
Keywords: Membership function, triangular fuzzy number, volume of the
warehouse

INTRODUCTION
The literal meaning of the inventory is the stock of goods for future use (production or
sales). The control of inventories of physical goods is a problem common to all
enterprises in any sector of an economy. In any industry, the inventories are essential
but they mean lockup of capital. The excess inventories are undesirable, which calls
for controlling the inventories in the most profitable way. The different types of costs
(Purchasing cost, Setup cost, holding cost, deterioration cost, shortages cost, etc.)
involved in inventory problems are affect the efficiency of an inventory control
problem. Warehouse space available in the selling store plays an important role in
inventory model. Warehouse space can be considered in terms of area and/or volume,
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but most of the researchers consider only the area of the warehouse space. Here, the
warehouse space in the selling store is considered in volume.
The classical inventory problem is designed by considering that the demand rate of an
item is constant and deterministic and that the unit price of an item is considered to be
constant and independent in nature [1]. But in practical situation, unit price and
demand rate of an item may be related to each other. When the demand of an item is
high, an item is produced in large numbers and fixed costs of production are spread
over a large number of items. Hence the unit price of an item inversely relates to the
demand of that item. Initially, the fuzzy set theory is used in the decision-making
problem [2]. The objectives are introduced as fuzzy goals over the α-cut of a fuzzy
constraint set [3]. And, the concept of solving a multi-objective linear programming
problem is introduced [4]. Now, the fuzzy set theory has made an entry into the
inventory control systems. The EOQ formula is examined in the fuzzy set theoretic
perspective associating the fuzziness with the cost data [5]. Multi objective fuzzy
inventory model is formulated with three constraints and solved by using geometric
programming method [6]. Multi-item stochastic and fuzzy stochastic inventory
models formulated under imprecise goal and chance constraints [7]. Saati et al. [9, 10]
solved the posibilistic linear programming problem based on a-cut. Many authors use
the membership functions of the fuzzy objective function and fuzzy constraints but
they do not consider the membership functions of fuzzy coefficients [11, 12, and 13].
In most of the above articles, the warehouse space available in the selling store is
taken in terms of area. If the warehouse space is taken in terms of volume then less
percentage of volume of the warehouse space will be consumed. Consequently, the
maximum of the volume of the warehouse space can be utilized effectively.
Deterioration is defined as decay, damage or spoilage. Food items, photographic
films, drugs, pharmaceutical, chemicals, electronics compounds and radioactive
substance are some example of items in which sufficient deterioration may occur
during the normal storage period of the units and consequently this loss must be taken
into account while analyzing the inventory system. Aggarwal S. P. and Jain [14]
consider shortages. But in Chakraborti, T., Giri, B. C., Chaudhuri, K. S. [15], Dev,
M., and Chaudhuri, K. [16], Dave, U., [17], Goswami, A. and Chaudhuri, K. S. [18],
and Jalan, A. Giri, R. R., Chaudhuri, K. S. [19], Kundu. A., Chakraborti. T. [20] they
consider deterioration and Shortages.
To optimize the total expenditure of the organization by using multi objective fuzzy
inventory model and warehouse location problem, the available warehouse space in
the selling store has been taken in terms of area [8]. In this paper, multi objective
fuzzy inventory model with fuzzy deterioration is developed under three constraints
such as warehouse space constraint, investment amount constraint and the third
constraint is the percentage of utilization of volume of the warehouse space. Here, the
volumes of the unit items are taken for calculations. And, the demand is dependent on
unit cost. The unit cost is taken in fuzzy environment. The unit cost and lot size are
the decision variables.
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NOTATIONS
We use the following notations in proposed model:
 n = number of items
 I = Total investment cost for replenishment
 L - Inside length of the warehouse
 B - Inside breadth of the warehouse
 M - Maximum height of the shelf
 V – Volume of the warehouse space
For ith item: (i = 1, 2……… n)
 Di = Di(pi) demand rate (function of cost price )
 Qi1 = lot size ( a decision variable )
 Qi2 = shortages level
 Si = set up cost per cycle
 ɵi =deterioration rate per i item
 ch = holding cost per unit item
 cd =deterioration cost per unit item
 cs = shortages cost per unit item
 pi = price per unit item (a fuzzy decision variable)
 li - Length of the unit item i
 bi - Breadth of the unit item i
 hi - Height of the unit item i
 vi -Volume of the unit item i
 Vw - Percentage of utilization of volume of the warehouse

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
The basic assumptions about the model are:
1. Replenishment is instantaneous
2. Shortage is allowed
3. Lead time is zero
4. Demand is related to the unit price as:
ci
Di 
Pi ei
Where Ci (>0) and ei (0 < ei < 1) are constants and real numbers selected to
provide the best fit of the estimated price function. While Ci >0 is an obvious
condition since both Di and pi must be non-negative.
5. Deterioration rate is ɵi for the item i, consider to be constant.
Volume of the unit item is defined by
vi  li  bi  hi
Where li, bi and hi are the length, breath and height of the unit item i.
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To calculate the volume of the warehouse space, multiply the lengths of the
dimensions of the inside of the warehouse, that is, multiply the inside length, inside
breadth and maximum shelf height. i.e., Volume of the warehouse space is defined by
V = L × B ×M

Figure1: The inventory level for ith item
Now, the different costs are:
a) Purchasing cost: PC = Di pi , for ith item
D s
b) Set up cost: SC = i i , for ith item
Q1i
Q c
c) Holding cost: HC = 1i hi , for ith item
2
Q  c
d) Deterioration cost: DC = 1i i di , for ith item
2
Q c
e) Shortage cost: SC = 2i si , for ith item
2
The total cost is the sum of all the above costs. i.e. sum of purchasing cost, set up
cost, holding cost, deterioration cost and shortage cost. Therefore, total cost is
TC = Di pi +

Di si
Q c
Q  c
Q c
+ 1i hi + 1i i di + 2i si , for ith item
Q1i
2
2
2

There are some restrictions on available resources in inventory problems that cannot
be ignored to derive the optimal total cost. The restrictions are as the limitation on the
available warehouse space in the store, the upper limit of the total amount investment
and Percentage of utilization of volume of the warehouse.
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Therefore, we get the problem for all the items as
n 

C
C s
1
1
Min TC =   eii Pi  eii i  C hi   i C di Q1i  C si Q2i 
2
Pi Q1i 2
i 1  Pi

n

Subject to

 v Q V

Where Qi  Q1i  Q2i

 p Q I

Where Qi  Q1i  Q2i

i

i 1
n

i 1

i

i

i
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for i=1, 2…..… n

V V w
 1 Where Qi  Q1i  Q2i


  vi Qi  100
 i 1

n

Fuzzy model by considering fuzzy demand and fuzzy deterioration:
We consider in the initial demand rate
ci
Di 
, in which ‘pi’ is fuzzy, in particular let it be a triangular fuzzy
Pi ei
Number, whose membership function is defined by,
 pi  p1i
 p  p if p1i  pi  p 2i
1i
 2i
 p  pi
 ~p ( pi )   3i
if p 2i  pi  p3i
 p 3i  p 2 i
0
, Other wise


Where a triangular fuzzy number (TFN) ~
p is specified by the triplet (p1i, p2i, p3i) and
is defined by its continuous membership function  ~p ( pi ) : F  0,1
Alpha-cut:
It is a set consisting of elements pi of the universal set A, whose membership values
are either greater than or equal to the value of α. It is denoted by the symbol

 A ( pi ) and is defined as


Then we have

 A ( pi ) = {pi / µA(pi) ≥ α}

 ~p ( pi )   ,

0≤ α ≤1

pi  p1i
p 3i  p i
  and

p 2i  p1i
p 3i  p 2 i
i.e. pi  p1i    p2i  p1i  And pi  p3i    p3i  p2i 
p i can be expressed by then following
So, a α-cut of ~
~
pi ( )  [ p1i   ( p2i  p1i ), p3i   ( p3i  p2i )] ,
η  [0,1]
Then,

interval
where
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pi    p1i    p2i  p1i  and pi    p3i    p3i  p2i  are known as lower cut and
upper cut respectively.

In a similar way we consider the deterioration Ѳi as fuzzy let it be triangular fuzzy
number and corresponding membership function is given by
  i  1i
   if 1i   i   2i
1i
 2i
   i

 A  i    3i
if  2i   i   3i
 3i   2i
0
other wise


Is defined by

 A ( i )   i / ~     , then we have,  ~p ( pi )   0≤ α ≤1





i

Then  i    1i    2i  1i  and  i     3i    3i   2i  are the corresponding
lower and upper cut respectively.

Inventory Model in Fuzzy Environment:
~
When ~
p i is fuzzy decision variable and  i is fuzzy deterioration then the said crisp
inventory model is transformed in fuzzy environment, therefore
n 

C ~
C s
1
1
~
Min TC =   ei Pi  ~ e i i  C hi   i C di Q1i  C si Q2i 
for i=1,
i
2
Pi i Q1i 2
i 1  Pi

2…..… n



n

Subject to



 v Q V

Where Qi  Q1i  Q2i

 ~p Q  I

Where Qi  Q1i  Q2i

i 1
n

i 1

i

i

i

i

V V w
1


  vi Qi  100
 i 1

n

Where Qi  Q1i  Q2i

~
p i ,  i and Qi>0 (i=1, 2, ......, n), 0≤Vw≤100 (Here cap ‘~’ denotes the
Where ~
fuzzification of the parameters)
Therefore the lower and upper cut of the total cost functions are given by
Min TC   Min TC pi   , i   
Min TC   Min TC pi  , i  
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n

Subject to

 v Q V

Where Qi  Q1i  Q2i

 ~p Q  I

Where Qi  Q1i  Q2i

i 1
n

i 1

i

i

i

i

V V w
1
 n

  vi Qi  100
 i 1
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Where Qi  Q1i  Q2i

Where pi    p1i    p2i  p1i  , pi    p3i    p3i  p2i 

and  i    1i    2i  1i  ,  i     3i    3i   2i  are the corresponding lower
~
and upper cuts of ~
p and  respectively.
i

i

Thus the problem is a multi-objective function. Therefore to optimize the problem we
need to help a function that optimize the problem. We use here Global Criteria
method to optimize the above problem to be discussed later in the numerical example
section
Numerical examples:
The model is illustrated for one item (n = 1) and also the common parametrical values
assumed for the given model are n=1, C1=100, S1=$100, Ch1=5, Cd1=4, Cs1=3, ɵ1=0.3,
L=10, B=12, M=30, I=4000, e=0.2 then p1=15, Q1 =60.3019, Q2=266.666, Vw=100,
this implies for this example that the total space is fully occupied and Total
cost=1465.682
Global Criteria Method:
The fuzzy model is a multi-objective model which is solved by Global Criteria (GC)
Method with the help of Generalized Reduction Gradient technique. The MultiObjective Non Linear Integer Programming (MONLIP) problems are solved by
Global Criteria Method converting it into a single objective optimization problem.
The solution procedure is as follows:
Step-1: Solve the multi-objective programming problem as a single objective
problem using one objective at a time ignoring the other.
Step-2: From the result of Step-1, determine the ideal objective vector,
(say TC  min , TC  min ) and (say TC  max , TC  max ). Here the ideal objective vector is
use as a reference point. The problem is then to solve the auxiliary problem:
1

TC   TC  max p
TC   TC  min p p
)  ( max
) }
Min (GC) =Minimize {(
TC  max  TC  min
TC
 TC min
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Where 1  p<  . As usual value of p is 2. The method is also sometimes called
compromise Programming. Hence
TC  = $ 1999.993
TC  = $ 1465.682
TC  max = $ 2000.000
TC  min = $ 1566.020
TC  max = $ 2000.000
TC  min = $ 1419.297
And using the Global Criteria method we have the required Total Cost with p=2, is
$ 0.231204
Sensitivity Analysis:
Sensitivity analysis of Total cost with parameter on Demand and Deterioration is
given by the following table and graphically:
Table 1.
ɵ1
0.1
0.2

Q1
69.046
64.466

Q2
197.036
202.201

Vw in %
100
100

TC
1439.830
1453.219

0.3

60.302

206.365

100

1465.682

0.4

56.853

209.814

100

1477.388

0.5

53.936

212.731

100

1488.459

Figure 2. Shows the variation of TC with deterioration in crisp environment
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Table 2. On total cost with deterioration in fuzzy:

~
1

Q1

TC in LC

TC in UC

GC

0.28
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32

63.790
63.381
62.978
62.584
62.197

1563.597
1564.812
1566.020
1567.221
1568.415

1413.649
1417.977
1419.297
1420.607
1421.909

0.2243683
0.2277866
0.2312042
0.23462042
0.2380365

Figure 3. Shows the variation of TC with deterioration in fuzzy environment

Table 3. On total cost with demand parameters:
e

Q1

TC-min

TC+min

GC

0.20

60.218

1566.020

1419.297

0.231204

0.25

56.849

1414.189

1327.446

0.087901

0.30

53.669

1282.033

1245.521

0.255790

0.35

50.667

1166.933

1172.415

0.358613

0.40

47.883

1066.624

1107.148

0.427543
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Figure 4. Shows the variation of TC with demdnd parameter ei in fuzzy environment

Table 4. On total cost with demand parameters:
p

Q1

TC-min

TC+min

GC

13

64.399

1519.785

1433.459

0.1126641

14

63.646

1541.982

1421.942

0.1663582

15

62.978

1566.020

1419.297

0.2312042

16

62.381

1591.797

1424.409

0.3089517

17

61.840

1618.932

1435.106

0.4021592

Figure 5. Shows the variation of TC in lower cut with demdnd parameter pi in fuzzy
environment
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Figure 6. Shows the variation of TC in upper cut with demdnd parameter pi in fuzzy
environment

Figure 7. Shows the variation of GC with demdnd parameter pi in fuzzy environment
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Observations:
 Deterioration increases imply the increase of total cost in both the cases crisp
and fuzzy sense. That is deterioration is more sensitive in this model.
 Total cost increases when price hike in estimated price per unit and demand
(lot size) falls but not always arise that for the demand parameter ei. That
demand parameters are also sensitive.

CONCLUSIONS
Fuzzy set theoretic approach of solving an inventory control problem is realistic as
there is nothing like fully rigid in the world. Here, the fuzzy inventory model is taken
with three constraints, particularly; volumes of the unit items are taken in the
warehouse space constraint. By solving the above fuzzy inventory model, the optimal
result will be calculated. The result reveals the minimum expected annual total cost of
the inventory model and also the optimal percentage of utilization of the volume of
the warehouse. In the result, the percentage of utilization of the volume of the
warehouse space is folly occupied in this particular given example; it can be
decreased by changing the values of volume parameters, investment cost, etc. We
may develop the proposed model with many limitations, such as the shortage level,
number of orders, etc.
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